Background:
Following June 30, 2013, Egyptians express continued frustration with media coverage about the country when factual inaccuracies and dubious methodologies are found in news reports.

Egypt State Information Service (SIS) and officials working in diplomatic institutions have tried to respond to these complaints and communicate with reporters to obtain corrections, but emails, letters to editors and phone calls to journalists covering Egypt, were mostly ignored. Fact Check Egypt (FCE); a fact checking and media ethics news site, evolved to help educate, promote and apply to itself, media ethic values on a daily basis.

The goal is to support local and international media efforts to keep themselves accountable for accuracy and conducting essential methods for their truth gathering including fact checking with the subjects of media reports before publication while reporting about Egypt.

Vision:
Our vision is to help facilitate and practice ourselves, balanced and accurate news coverage about Egypt as judged, not by propaganda, but through the lens of the highest journalism industry standards and values.

Mission:
Our mission is to fact check media reports about Egypt and publish reports about our findings to help improve news media literacy, accuracy and maintaining the highest standards of media ethics.

Values: